Tips and Ideas for Knitting 7” Pockets
The ambulance service have asked for our help to provide them with pockets to help
them give comfort and sensitivity at the horrid emergency situation of a miscarriage.
It’s challenging to knit to the requested 7” with a tolerance of only 1/4” either way.
As we know, all yarn is not the same, they all knit up diﬀerently, which has proved
frustrating when trying to be consistent.
We have come up with some tips and ideas between us to help.

The right size lining will push or pull the knitting into shape a bit, so don’t worry.
Get rid of constant measuring...

Once you make one, you only need to count the ridges for the next ones.
Alternatively, count your stitches when the right size is reached.
The same make of 3ply (or 4ply) will come out the same size for you.
C2C method seems easiest:
4ply works with 4mm needles and 3ply with 3mm (white or cream only) but needle size
isn’t important, use the size you need to get a loose and floppy texture with your yarn.
Increases
Start with 3 stitches.
Every row: K1, increase in next stitch, Knit to end.
Measure frequently as you get near 7” sides by lying flat and smoothing out slightly.
When you’re there, mark that row in the centre or count the stitches.
This will give you the size you need for the triangle.
Decreases
K1, K2tog, knit to end.
When you have 3 stitches left, K3tog.
You can cut yarn and pull through, OR...
Increases for Triangle
Into the 1 stitch on your needle (K, P, K) to get 3 stitches.
Every row: K1, increase in next stitch, Knit to end.
When you have matched the number of ridges up to your
marker or the number of stitches, cast oﬀ.
As an option, holes for ribbon can be created at the top edge of
the triangle by knitting (YO, K2tog) before casting oﬀ.
Crochet can be used to join the pocket, create a pretty edge
and also make holes for the ribbon using trebles.
The lining (cotton or cotton-mix fabric) keeps the size right.

